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A visual art project for young people
Theme: Change

Guidelines



Aġenzija Żgħażagħ, in collaboration with Spazju Kreattiv is pleased to launch ‘Shifting Contexts II’, an iteration of the 
highly successful art project launched in 2018.

Shifting Contexts II is a specific visual art project aimed to explore the critical role of art to respond to a rapidly changing 
world and to contribute to contemporary discourse. Shifting Contexts II encourages young artists to develop a creative 
proposal responding to the given theme either individually or as a group art collective constituting up to FOUR members. 
Creativity entails looking at familiar things from a completely novel perspective and Shifting Contexts II once again aspires 
to encourage and sustain this approach while at the same time it also seeks to promote collaborative practices in the arts. 
Participating artists and collectives must show how they have responded to the theme through practice-based research 
that explores innovative approaches to meaning-making that allow for different interpretations to emerge.

Shifting Contexts II will promote a shared vision for the future of young people in accordance with the National Youth 
Policy – Towards 2030. It also aims to support collect artistic practice and encourage creative teamwork and the sharing 
of ideas.

Theme

Prospective applicants are being invited to take part in Shifting Contexts II by submitting proposals focusing on the theme: 
CHANGE

Definitions of Change:

• To make someone or something different
• To alter
• To replace
• To become different
• To transform 

Individual or artist collectives are invited to explore possible interpretations of the term ‘Change’. The aim is to investigate 
how such a theme might be unpacked and developed in different directions. Applicants may choose to work with a variety 
of media and they are encouraged not to limit their definition of the term.

Proposals

Proposals must be supported by an artistic research process that shows evidence of novel contextualisations. Each 
individual applicant / art collective may submit up to two separate proposals. A short list of the participating applicants will 
be carried out to identify those entries that will be included in the exhibition. Previously exhibited work can be included as 
long as it has been developed further and shows evidence of change from the original starting point. 

In the proposal the applicants should provide a brief description of the project and indicate how the project is intended to 
explore the given theme. 

Media Format/Size of work included with proposal:

• 2 Dimensional media - Printed/Photograph maximum size A2 accompanied by jpg 300dpi format on USB drive   
or online link (provide password if necessary).

• 3 Dimensional media and Installations - Printed/Photograph maximum size A2 accompanied by jpg 300dpi format 
on USB drive or online link (provide password if necessary).

• Animations and Films to be submitted USB drive or online link (provide password if necessary) in MP4 format.
• Performance Art to be submitted on USB drive or online link (provide password if necessary) in MP4.
• Any type of documentation to support the proposal either printed or in digital format.

Applicants are advised NOT to submit the original artwork/s and to make a copy of the artwork/s before submitting it. The 
organisers cannot be held responsible for any damage or loss to the artwork/s submitted.

Eligibility

Applicants must be between the ages of 19 and 30 with Maltese ID or residence permit.

Dates

Closing date for submission of proposals is Friday 10th September 2021. The relevant Application Form includes more details 
about the submission process and it should be attached with every proposal. Applicants whose proposals have been short 
listed for the Shifting Contexts II exhibition will be informed by Friday 15th October 2021. The selected applicants shall be 
able to develop their proposed project over the period of time leading to the exhibition as indicated below.

Exhibition

The short listed artists/collectives will receive an honoraria to support their work. The projects, including aspects of the 
creative research process, will be presented in an exhibition in Space C at Spazju Kreattiv, Valletta between the 3rd of June 
and the 3rd of July 2022. The exhibition will be curated by Dr Trevor Borg. Selected parts of the preliminary research and 
development will be exhibited alongside the final work. A full colour catalogue of the exhibited pieces will also be published.

Prizes

A professional jury will choose the best work and rank all applicants. The best work will be awarded €600 and the artists 
involved will be given support to set up their own dedicated exhibition at a later stage at Spazju Kreattiv.

How to apply

Young people can apply to participate by visiting this link.

For more information, kindly contact Aġenzija Żgħażagħ on 2258 6700 or on agenzija.zghazagh@gov.mt

https://youth.gov.mt/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/Shifting-Contexts-Application-Form.pdf


https://youth.gov.mt
https://www.kreattivita.org

